Mal.3:6
"For I am YHWH, I change not;
Therefore you sons of Ya'akov are not
consumed".
How different this is from what the priest crafters preach. Throughout the
ages the church of Rome and her daughters have held to the doctrine that
everything changed "at the cross of Jesus".
Those who believe and/or teach that everything was changed, i.e. no more
Torah; no more Shabbat keeping; no more Hebrew nation, but now the
church, are in effect calling Father/Abba YHWH a liar. This is replacement
theology!

As Shaul/Paul spoke in Romiyah/Romans 3:4 "...Let YHWH be True, but every
man a liar..." Those who teach that Abba YHWH changed everything "at the
cross" are liars!
Ivrim/Hebrews 13:8, "YaHushua
HaMashiach the same yesterday, today, and forever."
Since YaHushua is the Elohim (Mighty One) who talked with the Patriarchs
and the prophets; the same Being with whom Moshe/Moses had a personal
relationship, He it is whose finger wrote The Words on the stone tablets. How
can we be sure that it is YHWH in the form of YaHushua that Moshe seen?
Carefully consider what YaHushua says in Yochanan/John 1:18, and 5:37; this
goes hand in hand with the words of Shemoth/Exodus 33:20 "" And HE said,
You can not see MY Face: for there shall no man see ME, and live."
In as much as HE; Yahushua is the One Who gave The Torah, and HE changes
not, (Is the same yesterday, today, and forever) how can HE possibly go back
on HIS word? The fact is; HE can't!
If HE did, that would make HIM a liar, an utter impossibility!
So how can we rectify the teachings of the church over the teachings of The
Torah? Again, we can't! "Let YHWH be True and every man a liar"!
In Yochanan/ John 14:15 we read, " If you love ME, keep My
Commandments." How can it be any clearer? YaHushua; The Law Giver of
Ancient Yashra-El, is telling us today, point blank, to keep HIS Torah!
Now; bring this topic up with almost any preacher and watch them get very
defensive. Even the few who acknowledge the Commandments will deny the
fourth, for they are, after all, only part of the protesting daughters of Rome!
Yet; most of the 'church' fathers have recognized in their writtings that there
is absolutely no Scripture which vindicates changing the Shabbat to the day
of the sun; sunday. They all confirm that it was only by the "authority of
men" that such changes were instituted.
There is a moving of The Ruach/Spirit of YHWH going out throughout the
world today. People from many nations are coming to recognize that the
church does not have the answers; they are coming to recognize that The
Word of YHWH is never changing, and as thus, the covenants made with our
Fathers are still in effect today, just as HIS Torah is!
Daniyel/Daniel prophesied in 12:4 that in the end times, "knowledge shall be
increased". This is not just speaking of secular knowledge, but more
importantly; it is speaking of spiritual knowledge as revealed by and through
the Ruach HaKodesh/The Set-Apart Spirit of YHWH!

We can fully grasp this in the words of the prophet Chabakook/Habakkuk
2:14 who; writing also of these end times, has this to say. "For the earth shall
be filled with the knowledge of the tifereth/esteem/honor of YHWH, as the
waters cover the sea."
We are witnessing this today, as many are coming into the understanding of
YHWH and HIS Word.
What has been the catalyst for this increase in knowledge?
The revealing, by the Ruach HaKodesh/The Set-Apart Spirit of YHWH, that
there is more to the Scriptures then the church has taught. That; "I am YHYH,
I change not..."!

Part 2
So again we ask; what has been the catalyst for this increase in knowledge?
For some it was the revealing of the importance of HIS Name. While the list
of Scriptures which speak of HIS Name are more numerous then can or will
be listed here, we will look at a few nonetheless.
In Yeshayahu/Isaiah 42:8 we find a very important quote from YHWH
HIMSELF. "I am YHWH: that is MY Name..." To fully grasp the importance of
this verse we must look to the Hebrew text as preserved in Scriptures copied
down through the ages by the Scribes of Yahudah. In that verse, as originally
written, we find the Hebrew letters Yud-Hey-Waw-Hey, written of course from
right to left, thus in the Hebrew the Yud would be seen on the far right of the
Tetragrammaton. [As a side note here it is important that we recognize what
and where the word "lord" comes from. The word 'lord" is actually a title, not
a name. It is derived from the word 'ba'al" which means 'lord' and was
actually the name of a foreign deity. So the use in Scriptures of "lord' in place
of YHWH is not only a mistranslation of original text, but also an affront to
the One True Elohim/Mighty One.]
Yeshayahu/Isaiah52:6 "Therefore Ami/MY People shall know MY Name...".
Zecharyah/Zechariah 13:9 "...They shall call on MY Name and I will hear
them: I will say, it is Ami/My People: and they shall say, YHWH is the Name of
my Elohim." Again remember that in the Hebrew text this is YHWH, not
"lord"! A name not a title or position.

Yirmeyahu/Jeremiah 10:6 "Forasmuch as there is none like You, Oh YHWH;
You are Great, and Your Name is Great in might!"
Yirmeyahu/Jeremiah 16:21 "Therefore, see, I will this time cause them to
know, I will cause them to know MY Hand, and MY Might, and they shall know
that MY Name is YHWH".
Read Ezek. 39: especially verses 7&25 and Mikah 6:9
The Psalms are filled with references to YHWH and the Power of HIS Name.
Do a word search of "names" in e-sword, or a concordance, you'll be
surprised at how many times HIS Name is mentioned, yet in our 'modern"
Scriptures HIS Name has been successfully hidden from us.
Let’s look at a couple from Tehillim/Psalms:
72:17 "HIS Name shall endure forever: HIS Name shall be continued as long
as the sun: and men shall be blessed in HIM: all nations shall call HIM
Blessed" (Are you helping HIS Name to endure?) Read also 135:13.
74:18 "Remember this, that the enemy has reproached, Oh YHWH, and the
foolish people have blasphemed Your Name" (How do people blasphemy HIS
Name? By calling HIM the name of their choice i.e. Baal-lord; god; hashem
etc.)
118:26 "Baruch haba beshem YHWH, (Blessed is he who come in the Name
of YHWH)..." (Whose name do you come in?)
Matt. 6:9 "...Our Abba/Father who is in heaven, Kadosh/Set-Apart is Your
Name"
Yochanan/Jn.5:43" I am come in MY Father's Name and you receive ME not..."
Acts 2:21 states that salvation comes through calling upon HIS Name. And
verse 38 tells us we must be immersed in HIS Name.
And in Rev. 14:1 we see that the 144,000 have The Father's Name "written in
their forehead".
Throughout the books of Scriptures we find references to The Name, but in
most cases, as in the KJV, we see The Name referred to as "the lord". Yet;
look up the word 'lord' in a dictionary and you will easily see this is a title,
not a name! And as we have seen, it is only by HIS Name that we can come
to salvation. Some of the more recently translated Scriptures do tell us HIS
Name. The NIV "study edition" is one of these. In the preface it distinctly

states that where ever you see 'lord' in caps, it is a reference to the
Tetragrammaton, the Yud-Hey-Waw-Hey or YHWH as it translates into English.
Another catalyst that has sparked a devoted searching of Scriptures is the
recognition that the "holidays" of the church are not found in Scriptures in
their original texts. In fact; a study in the origins of these "holidays" will
reveal their origins in paganism. This is another issue with which the priest
crafters will get very defensive.
A thorough study of the first 5 books of Scriptures; (Known as the Torah), will
reveal a set of days established by YHWH as HIS Appointed times. And
interestingly, they are commanded to be kept for all generations. Where is
the church that teaches that?
For some, the Appointed Time/Moed which is repeated every 7 days (The
Shabbat/Sabbath) was the catalyst.
These are just a few of the more common incentives among many that have
caused people to begin searching the Scriptures from a more Hebraic
mindset. The point here is that it takes the Ruach HaKodesh/The Set-Apart
Spirit of YHWH to stir us and reveal to us the need to search the Scriptures
daily, just as did the Bereans!

Part 3
So let’s get back to the statement made in Mal. 3:6 " I am YHWH..." This is
YaHuaH; The Elohim/Mighty One. Elohim of Yashra-El! In both manifestations!
Both Father and Son! Echad/One in all sense! Still monotheistic as Elohim!
So when the verse moves on to "...I change not..." This is clearly YHWH
speaking of both Manifestations. Unchanging, knowing the beginning and the
end of all things, Yeshayahu/Is.46:9-10.
Think about this; if YHWH knows how all things will end, why would HE have
to change something? Yet this is exactly what the proponents of replacement
theology are implying.
One of the major deceits of the church is that their 'messiah' (a pork eating,
Torah breaker, who wants us to worship him on sunday), came to destroy
"The Law" and establish a "new" covenant. Let’s look at exactly what
YaHushua the True Messiah; who kept and taught Torah, had to say.

>Matt.5:17-19 (NIV) "Do not think that I have come to abolish The Law or the
prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them (fill them to the
fullest, since no man can do so perfectly).
>I tell you the truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest
letter (in the Hebrew aleph-bet: that would be a 'yud'), not the least stroke of
a pen, will by any means disappear from The Law until everything is
accomplished. (Did you notice when you woke up this morning that the earth
and the heavens are still here?) If The Law is so important that not even a
pen stroke will disappear, how much more so the Commands it embraces?
>Anyone who breaks one of the least of these Commandments and teaches
others to do the same will be called least in the kingdom of Heaven,
but whoever practices and teaches these Commands will be called great in
the Kingdom of Heaven. Did you get that? Read it again very carefully! Those
preachers who tell you we don't live under the Law are teaching you lies!
What most people fail to see; in what is commonly called the "Old
Testament" (actually the Hebrew is TaNaK=The Torah, Neviim/prophets, and
the Ketuvim/writings), is that whenever a 'new' covenant was made, it was
always built upon the foundation of the prior covenant.
This term "Old Testament" is another misnomer, one meant to deceive the
masses and uphold the common teaching that the "old" is done away. Just as
the calling of the Scriptures written after YaHushua the Mashiach/Messiah, is
meant to continue that deception by calling them the "new"
covenant/testament. The more proper term for these books of Scriptures
would be The "Renewed Covenant", for what YaHushua was doing was
showing the people the Spiritual implication and application of the
Commands as given to Moshe/Moses. HE was "renewing" their understanding
of what HE had already established at Mt. Sinai. (The Hebrew word for
rebuild/renew is chodesh as seen in Strongs' H 2318)
To sum up what we have just read: There is no way YHWH could change or
break HIS own Law. To do so would make HIMself a liar, an improbability by
all reason.
I realize that this flies in the face of what most of us have been taught; But
the prophet YermeYahu/Jeremiah prophesied this very thing in... Jer. 16:19.
We live in that age when we have inherited many lies; as we have been the
unawares recipients of pagan teachings intermixed with the Messianic Belief.
Which traces it's roots back to Constantine and the early catholic church. A
very informative book on this was written by C.J. Koster called "Come out of

Her MY People". A book I highly recommend as it deals with many of the
"traditions" handed down to us through paganism. See also “The Two
Babylons" by Alexander Hislop another great book that points out the
paganism behind many of our beliefs.
We: as searchers of Truth, need to be aware of the many influences that
swayed the early followers of Messiah. Our Savior, as well as the
shlichim/apostles, warned of these wolves in sheep’s clothing. And we; by all
means, must not follow after the errors of our Yashra-Elite forefathers who
went into exile because of their faithlessness to Abba YaHuaH alone, lest we
fall into the Judgement spoken of by YeshaYahu/Isaiah 24:5.
We are the children of that exile, brought upon us by the practice of
paganism (idol worship) of those forefathers. This was the theme of most of
the prophets, warning the people of the impending doom/exile which their
idolatry would lead to, and the eventual judgement of the whole world for its
adherence to these pagan practices.

Part 4
We will now focus on another aspect of this promise; that YaHuaH 'changes
not'.
Just who are the "sons of Ya'acov"? Here again we run into the problem of
Replacement theology.
It is commonly taught in the church, that YaHuWaH cast off Ancient Yashra-El,
and through The Messiah replaced Yashra-El with the "gentile church". This is
further propagated by the "twisting" of the words of Paul/Shaul. Yet many
times YaHushua; The Messiah, made the comment that HE came for the "lost
sheep" of Yashra-El. Therefore, it is important for us to understand just who
these "lost sheep" are.
So what we need to do is go back into the Scriptures themselves and allow
the Scriptures to reveal to us TRUTH. Let us turn to the book of
Bereshith/ Genesis
where we read the promises given to father's Avraham; Yitzchak/Isaac; and
Yaakov/Jacob.
In Bereshith 12: 1-3 we read the first promise, written in Scriptures, that
YaHuaH made with Avraham.

"Now YHWH had said to Avram, 'Get out of your country, and from your
family, and from your father's house, to a land that I will show you: And I will
make of you a great nation; and I will bless you, and make your name great;
and you shall be a blessing: and I will bless them that bless you, and curse
him that curses you: and in you shall all families of the earth be blessed."
For the purpose of our study, we will focus on the 2 underlined sections of
this promise.
As we follow the Scriptural account of Avraham and his family up to the time
of Kings David and Solomon, we see that this part of the promise was indeed
fulfilled; as Yashra-El had become a great and mighty nation under their
reigns.
But this is only part of the picture; for this promise will be fulfilled again as
we shall see in other prophecies.
In verse 7 of the above chapter, and in Chpt. 13: verses 14; 15; and 17
YHWH shows Avraham the Land of the promise, what was one day to become
the Land of Yashra-El.
Also in verse 16 as well as in Chpt.15:5 we see added to the promise,
national multiplicity. In other words; his descendants would multiply into vast
numbers.
Now it is very important that we read and understand Bereshith 17 clearly.
While I encourage all to read this awesome promise in its entirety, I will only
concentrate upon a few of the "key" verses.
Ber. 17:1b-2 "I am El-Shaddai; have your walk before ME and be perfect. And
I will make MY brit/covenant between ME and you, and will multiply you
exceedingly."
Verse 7 "And I will establish MY brit/covenant between MY Word and you, and
your seed after you in their generations as an everlasting brit, to be an
Elohim (Mighty One) to you, and to your seed after you"
Verse 8 "And I will give to you, and to your seed after you, the land in which
you are now a stranger, all the land of Canaan, For an everlasting
possession; and I will be their Elohim (Mighty One). "
Let us look carefully at these above verses;
First: we notice in the first verse that YHWH; as El-Shaddai, is making this
covenant with Avraham and Avraham's seed, based on Avraham's
"walk" before YHWH. (There is another requirement which we will go into
in more depth momentarily). Read also
Ber. 26:3-5 and notice especially verse 5, and also verse 24!

Second: Look carefully at verse 7; who is this covenant made between?
Notice that it is between MY Word; (see Yochanan/ John 1:1-3) and Avraham.
Third: In verse 7 we also see that this is an "everlasting covenant", even as
we see in verse 8 that the land of Canaan was to become the "everlasting
possession" of Avraham's seed.
Think very carefully upon this: Here we see a promise made to Avraham,
(and subsequently to all his "chosen" children) that is everlasting. If that
everlasting fails to materialize, then YHWH is a liar. This is impossible of
course! Therefore we must acknowledge that YHWH's promises stand for all
time.
Now we will also focus on one other aspect of this covenant; for Abba YHWH
only required 2 conditions from father Avraham for this covenant to be
ratified by Avraham.
As we saw in verse 1b, Avraham was to walk before Elohim in perfection of
heart, but now we go to verses 10-14 and we see the second condition to
this covenant; which is for every male child to be circumcised. Verse 11b
"...and it shall be a token (sign) of the brit between you and ME".
Because Avraham had a son prior to Sarah's giving birth to Yitzchak/ Isaac;
there have been claims by the descendants of this son that they are the
inheritors of these promises.
(These are the Arab peoples today). But let’s see what YHWH told Avraham
concerning the inheritors of the promise and the covenant.
Verse 19 "And Elohim said, Sarah your wife shall bear you a son indeed, and
you shall call his name Yitzchak: and I will establish MY brit with him for an
everlasting brit, and with his seed after him."
Verse 21a "But My brit will I establish with Yitzchak..."
Now; in Ber. 25:23 we see that Yitzchak's wife; Rivkah (commonly known as
Rebekah) is pregnant with twins, yet these twins will be as different as night
and day,
the first born being Esau, and the second born being Yaakov.
Because of Esau's unbridled nature, the covenant ended up being passed to
Yaakov. We read this in Ber 28:1-4, and again in verses 13-15; the latter
being spoken to Yaakov by YHWH HIMSELF.

Now in Ber. 48 we find Yaakov/Yashra-El an old man and about to die, so
Yoseph/Joseph brings his 2 sons Manashsheh and Efrayim before Yaakov to
be blessed. And in verses 16 and 19 we will notice that Yaakov/Yashra-El
places his name upon the 2 boys, blessing them with national greatness and
multiplicity; (the same promise given to Avraham by YHWH and passed down
to Yaakov. And that name was/is Yashra-El.)
It is very important to understand the significance of the placing of YashraEl's name upon these 2 sons, for just after the time of King Solomon the 12
tribes which form the nation of Yashra-El divides into 2 "houses"; the
northern 10 tribes being known thereafter as the Kingdom of Yashra-El, and
the southern 2 tribes being known as the Kingdom of Yahudah/ Judah.
We will now look at the blessings Yashra-El/Yaakov places upon all his
children just before his death. These are found in Chapter 49 and are very
important to us today, as they were given by the inspiration of The Set-Apart
Spirit of YHWH; for the end times!
They not only help to identify who and where these tribes are today, even
more importantly, they provide proof that Abba YHWH has not cast off HIS
Chosen Children for the "gentile church". The fact is; these very "sons of
Yaakov" are the ones being addressed in Mal. 3:6. They are the true
inheritors of the promises of our forefathers.
Reuven; the firstborn lost his position of inheritance because he had defiled
his father's bed (there are differing views as to what this entailed, with some
claiming he had sex with his stepmother, some say it was merely looking
upon her nakedness. Some claim it was his father Yashra-El's nakedness;
actually his father's concubine, which Reuven looked upon; while others yet
claim that it is because he presumed to move his father's couch, usurping his
father's authority in his own home.) Nonetheless, we see that he was never
to become great and that his ways would be unstable. Some have claimed
that France fills this position, and because of their proclivity toward
promiscuity this appears to be so.
Shimeon and Lewi are placed together because of the overreaction and
cruelty they committed against the people of Shechem, which was done in
less than honorable conditions. Because of their fierce anger and cruelty,
they were destined to become a scattered people among the other tribes of
Yashra-El.

Yahudah/ Judah were given power to somewhat control their enemies and
they were destined to be reverenced by the other tribes. They were also to
be the guardians of The Torah (even though they failed to practice it
faithfully) and they were destined to have rulership.
Zevulon; it appears was the tribe who settled in the Netherlands, and were a
sea faring people.
Yissachar; appears to have settled in the lands which became Finland, and a
look at the names of the provinces of Finland reflect family names from the
tribe of Yissachar. Switzerland also reflects some of the characteristics of this
tribe.
Dan; is more easily traced by following their proclivity to name things after
themselves, thus we see Denmark as the final settling ground for most of the
Tribe of Dan. Traces of Dan may also be found in Ireland, along with other
tribes including Manasseh, Efryiam, Yahudah and Shimeon.
Gad; it appears settled in the Swedish and Scandinavian areas where certain
tribal names have been traced to Goths which is a form of the name Gad.
Asher; while the greater part of Asher seems to have settled in the area of
Scotland, traces of the tribal roots are also found in Scandinavia
Naphtali; migrated into the regions of Norway with some crossover into
Denmark likely as well.
Yoseph/Joseph is representative of both Efryiam and Manashsheh commonly
understood to represent Great Britain, including Scotland, Ireland, Australia,
South Africa, Canada; and the United States. It will be understood as well
that many from all the Tribes migrated into America, with the greater
numbers coming from the sons of Yoseph.
And Benyamin/Benjamin is closely associated with Yahudah; as they
remained a part of the southern Nation of Yahudah in the times past, and we
can see their military prowess in Yahudah even today. Though we also see a
tie with Belgium.
>Most of this information is based on the writings of Yair Davidi and can be

found on his website http://www.britam.org/TribalIdentities.html. There is also
much information along these lines in the books of Steven Collins.
Why do I bring this information in at this time? Because as we will see, the
blessings passed on to Yashra-El/ Yaakov are now passed to his sons; (all 12
tribes) yet we will also note that Yoseph is given a double share, as we see
his 2 sons blessed separately.
Remember above when I mentioned that the name of Yashra-El was to be
placed upon the 2 sons of Yoseph? This is very important!
During the reign of Jereboam, the Kingdom was divided, with Judah;
Benjamin; and part of the tribe of Levi remaining in the south, to become the
Kingdom of Judah, and the rest of the tribes separating to form Yisrael, with
their capital in Damascus. It is important to remember that father Yashra-El,
in his old age, blessed the 2 sons of Yoseph by placing his name "Yashra-El"
upon them and passed along the promised blessings of multiplicity to these
2 boys. Then when all the sons of Yashra-El are gathered together, he blesses
them again.
Because of sin and rebellion, the northern Kingdom of Yashra-El was taken
captive, (all but the very poorest who were left to till the land). They were
transported to various areas of Assyria in an effort to keep them from
becoming a unified force against Assyria again.
From those areas, they migrated into the nations which we identified above
through Yair Davidi's research.
At this point; let us jump ahead in order to look back.
We will now take a look at America; Great Britain; and Europe during the
1600's thru the 1800's. America of course was a new land, contested by
Britain, France; and Spain; (All incidentally, descendants of Yashra-El who had
migrated into these regions). Britain wins the war against France for control
over America in the Northeast, while Spain still held control over much of
what was to become Florida, and the South West. France still held possession
of much of the land west of the Mississippi River.
Because of the harsh taxation and the unjust laws of English Parliament,
Americans rebelled against England, eventually winning their independence.
From its very beginning, The new country of America opened its doors to any
and all who desired to live here, as long as they accepted our form of
government; a republic, and lived as Americans, pledging their loyalties to
America. This opened the door for many in Europe from Yashra-Elite

background to start a new life in a new land, a land which fulfilled the
blessings given to the 2 sons of Yoseph.
Before all this happened though; we need to look at one of the most
important events in history, The Birth of The Messiah. This event was
prophesied by many of the prophets of Yashra-El, some even prior to the
nation of Yashra-El itself, (but that is another story).
When the Messiah/ HaMashiach started HIS Ministry, HE often made the
comment that HE was sent to "the lost sheep of Yashra-El". Now we know
these peoples weren't really lost in the physical sense, but they were lost in
the spiritual sense, so lost that they too had forgotten their very own identity.
They had long ago given up their identifying factors such as The Sabbath;
the Torah; The clean and unclean foods; etc. They had become just like the
heathen with whom they lived, following after their customs; and practices;
including their idolatry. So when in the 16th and 17th centuries, they
migrated into America, they brought many of those traditions with them. It is
very interesting to note here that the early pilgrims; puritans, did not keep xmass; nor did they celebrate easter, at least not with 'bunnies'; eggs; and
other pagan symbols.
This migration to "the ends of the earth" will be reversed one day; (Is. 41:5-9
and Mark 13:27). At that time it will be the "sons of Yaakov" who are called
back to Yashra-El; as Isaiah points out. How do we know this is still the
Hebrew peoples who are being spoken of? Read all of Malachi as well as
Ezek. 36: 1-38 and notice verse 10 where it speaks of "all the House of
Yashra-El". While you are there in Ezek. go ahead and read 37:16-28. This
wonderful prophecy is yet to be fulfilled, but as we watch world events unfold
around us today; especially concerning Islam (often referred to by their
family names of Edom and Esau in prophecy) gaining in power and influence.
All this is foretold in the prophets, and those of us who fear and believe in
the salvation of YaHuaH, who know that HE is Faithful to fulfill HIS promises,
await HIS Judgement upon the entire world for their hatred against "The
Chosen Ones". But this also we know; that Judgement will begin with HIS
Called and Chosen. (I Pet. 4:17)
So the conclusion of all this is that the "sons of Yaakov" are alive and among
us today.
In fact; there is every chance that you, the reader, have Yashra-Elite blood in
your veins. There is yet another aspect to this being the ‘sons of Yaakov’ that
we need to consider. In Rom. 8: Paul speaks to us about our becoming

“adopted” into ‘spiritual Yashra-El’; repeated in Gal. 4:5, and Eph.1:5. In Rom.
11, Paul uses the term “grafted” to imply the same process of becoming a
part of ‘Spiritual Yashra-El’. This is not a new thing; as when the children of
Yashra-El came out of Egypt, they were joined by “a mixed multitude”
(Ex.12:38). Because these people had seen the mighty powers exhibited by
YaHuaH to deliver HIS people from the hand of Pharaoh, They too wanted to
be a part of the “Chosen People”, and they were allowed as long as they
accepted YaH’s conditions. So even if you are not of the bloodline of YashraEl, there is no need to become despondent; By accepting the blood of our
Savior, and living in obedience to HIS Commands, all are eligible to become
‘sons of Yaakov’!
We still have one more part of The Promise to look at, and that is:
“…in you shall all families of the earth be blessed." This is actually fulfilled in
2 ways.
1) Because YaHushua was born as a descendant of Yashra-El, and all the
"families" of the earth now have the opportunity to accept HIM as their
Savior, all families are blessed with the ability to receive salvation through
HIS shed blood.
2) Also, because the Hebrew bloodline is so mixed throughout all nations,
they also are the recipients of many of the blessings poured out upon YashraEl.
Thus we see that all the Promises made by YaHuaH are just as valid today, as
they were at the times they were spoken. As YaHuaH changes not, neither
will HIS Promises. Unlike mankind, YaHuaH is not a covenant breaker. HE may
re-new it, HE may amend it, but HE does not break it nor replace it. If HE tells
us it is established for all time, we can count on HIS Word to be true.
HalleluYAH!

